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1. Introduction

Science communication continues to evolve internationally as a field of study (Gascoigne et al., 2010; Trench, 2012). In Aotearoa 1 New Zealand (NZ), there have been increased opportunities in education, jobs, funding and prizes related to science communication. NZ’s bicultural status, as defined by the Treaty of Waitangi (Hudson and Russell, 2009; Mohi and Roberts, 2009; Orange, 2011), provides a unique cultural context within which scientific research and science communication occur. Fleming and Star (2017) have previously documented the history of emergence and development of Western science communication in NZ. An overview is presented in the timeline at the end of the chapter. In this chapter we further explore some specific aspects of the science communication ecosystem in NZ, as well as drivers behind a notable shift towards more participatory science and science communication.

New Zealanders have a strong history of acting firmly and independently, as demonstrated by the banning of nuclear-powered or armed ships in 1984 despite the country’s strong alliance with the United States. Aotearoa New Zealand’s strong kaitiaki (guardianship) ethic, especially amongst Māori, but also amongst Pākehā (non-Māori) New Zealanders, has empowered environmental activism. For example, the successful Save Manapouri
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1 Aotearoa is a Māori name for New Zealand’s North Island and is often used as a name for the entire country.
Campaign ran from 1969 to 1972; not only did it prevent the raising of the level of Lake Manapouri for construction of the Manapouri Power Project (Mark and Johnson, 1985; Mark, 2001, 2015), it also influenced the results of a federal election.

This independent streak is reflected in the way NZ has moved to accept the value of indigenous knowledge ahead of other countries. The past decades have seen a significant shift in the way in which indigenous knowledge, knowledge systems and engagement processes are respected and incorporated into nationwide funding, research practice and public engagement. As discussed in more detail later, NZ has a Vision Mātauranga policy, which recognises the potential of mātauranga (Māori knowledge, culture, values and world view) and its value to current research projects. The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment holds that Vision Mātauranga ‘unlocks the science and innovation potential of Māori knowledge, resources and people’ (MBIE, 2018).

Independence has made the country more cautious about scientific advances. The development of new technologies such as genetic modification and nanotechnology has led to an increase in public mistrust of science (Hipkins et al., 2002). The initial response of scientists and science institutions to this caution about new technologies was to provide more information, to fill a perceived ‘deficit’ in knowledge in the public. This was driven perhaps by the traditions of the Royal Society of London after the release in 1985 of the Bodmer Report on the Public Understanding of Science (Collins and Bodmer, 1986; Pieczka and Escobar, 2013). In NZ and around the world, scientists, educators and policy makers worked to increase public awareness and acceptance of evidence-based science and knowledge (Bucchi, 1998; Wilsdon and Willis, 2004; Munshi et al., 2016; Smallman, 2016).

In the early part of the 21st century, science communicators began to stress the importance of dialogue with the public (Bucchi, 2008; Cronin, 2008; France et al., 2012; Green and Rohan, 2012; Zorn et al., 2012). In NZ, public consultation played an important role in the government’s establishment of 11 National Science Challenges in 2013 (described below). A potential opportunity for further research into science communication specific to the NZ context was missed when the proposed 12th National Science Challenge, which would have specifically addressed science in society, was not funded in the same way as the other challenges. Nevertheless, the value of science communication was recognised and each of the National Science Challenges has an imperative to engage with a variety of stakeholders, including the public.
By 2015, the value of participatory science projects was accepted by scientists, policy makers and funders (Peters, Eames and Hamilton, 2015; Galbraith et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2016; Sullivan and Molles, 2016; Storey and Wright-Stow, 2017; Blake et al., 2018). A relatively small but important new national funding initiative, Unlocking Curious Minds, was announced in 2014 with the intent of fostering participatory science and stimulating engagement of all New Zealanders with science, particularly those who may otherwise be cut off from access to science education and outreach (New Zealand Government, 2018b). Partially as a result of these initiatives, participatory science and science communication has developed rapidly over the past five years in NZ, especially in the area of environmental monitoring and data gathering, as scientists’ trust of data gathered by community participants increases and the pool of funding expands (Peters, Eames and Hamilton, 2015; Peters et al., 2016).

2. Human settlement of Aotearoa New Zealand and early practice of science

The most recent Māori settlers arrived in NZ around 750 years ago (McWethy et al., 2009; Seersholm et al., 2018), equipped with unparalleled ocean-voyaging technology and navigation and observation skills. Mātauranga includes knowledge generated using techniques consistent with the scientific method, but explained according to a Māori worldview (Hikuroa, 2017). The arrival of Māori in NZ rapidly introduced large-scale changes, with systematic burning of about half of the forest cover and hunting of the large, flightless moa (Aves: Dinornithiformes) to extinction within a few hundred years (McWethy et al., 2014).

The first European visitors came to NZ in 1642 and by the late 18th century the country was regularly visited by explorers, scientists and naturalists. They were keen to collect new species of plant or animal or to observe the transit of Venus (Fleming, 1987; Priestley, 2010). The arrival of colonisers from the Northern Hemisphere in the 18th and 19th centuries led to further changes in land use, including additional clearance of native forest cover and systematic draining of wetlands. Commercialised hunting of whales led to localised extinctions, and the collection of museum specimens in the
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pursuit of science led to further extinctions, including the huia (wattlebird) (Lambert et al., 2009). The signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840 (Bess, 2011; Orange, 2011) was supposed to ensure that the property rights of Māori remained after the Crown acquired sovereignty over their territories (Bess, 2011). Some of the first visitors from the Northern Hemisphere were scientists who studied the geology and natural history of NZ (Fleming, 1987; Priestley, 2008), and science communication in its current Western manifestation started with these pioneer scientists as they reported their findings both to the NZ Government and back ‘home’ to Great Britain. Mātauranga remained largely in the private domain of Māori, being regarded as superstition or myth by non-Māori scientists (Broughton and McBreen, 2015) until the end of the 20th century, when different perspectives on science became more valued (Hikuroa, 2017).

3. Scientific institutions and government policy

As the European population grew, institutes and museums were quickly established, and public lectures and meetings on the new geological or natural history findings were common (Priestley, 2008). The first colonial scientific and philosophical institutions, along with museums, were established in NZ in the mid to late 19th century (Priestley, 2010; Fleming, 1987). The Royal Society Te Apārangi (updated name officially announced in 2017) was founded in 1868 and published its Transactions from that date. Publicly acknowledged scientific research in the late 19th century was largely performed and self-funded by ‘Victorian gentlemen’, who earned income from professions such as the law or medicine and ‘had a goal of demonstrating the power of science to further the common good’ (Martin, 2017). As the universities were established (the University of Otago in 1869 and Canterbury College, part of the University of New Zealand, in 1873), salaried scientists and technical staff were more common (Martin, 2017).

The NZ Government established the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR) in 1926, to drive research and innovation in natural sciences, agriculture and industry. As a new workforce grew, the New Zealand Association of Scientific Workers (later the NZ Association of Scientists; NZAS) was formed in 1942. The first issue of their journal New Zealand Science Review soon followed. This group also established NZ’s first award for science communication in 1990 (Gregory, 2017). By the 1970s, many NZ scientists worked directly for the government as public servants in the DSIR (Galbreath, 1998).
In the early 1990s, DSIR was disestablished and the National Government restructured the science scene, creating in its place the Ministry of Research, Science and Technology, the Foundation for Research, Science and Technology (both of which have subsequently been further restructured) and the Crown Research Institutes (CRIs), of which there were originally 10 (Martin, 2017). There was more emphasis placed on obtaining external funding for research and on research for commercialisation. The push for modern developments in science communication gradually gained support from the scientific community, as many perceived a need to gain acceptance for new ideas or technologies (Douglas, 1988; Levitin, 2015; Csiszar, 2017), as well as a need to communicate clearly during natural disasters, such as earthquakes and volcanoes (Orchiston, 2010; Blake et al., 2018) or biosecurity emergencies (Bewsell et al., 2012; Warner, 2012; Muellner et al., 2018).

A Public Good Science Fund and a number of Centres of Research Excellence (CoREs) were established in the early 2000s (McCarthy and Rands, 2013; Martin, 2017). As commercial imperatives increased, the CRIs started producing their own public relations material, often bypassing the scientists themselves (Ashwell, 2016). Given NZ’s geography and relatively small population size, there were few major daily newspapers and no public broadcasting television channels. Newsroom restructuring exacerbated a drop in the number of science journalists, diminishing independent science reporting (Ashwell, 2016). Ashwell (2016) revealed differences in opinion about the standard of science journalism between scientists and the communication advisors: scientists maintained that science reporting was poor, while communication advisors said their organisations were generally reported well. Furthermore, it has been noted that communication teams from CRIs, universities and science industries are often more interested in messaging, fundraising or creating a particular public image than reporting objectively (Salmon and Priestley, 2015). However, both scientists and communication advisors brought up issues of newsroom restructuring and increased pressures on science journalists, with cutbacks to personnel resulting in an increased use of press release material by journalists, often verbatim (Ashwell, 2016).

A publicly funded Science Media Centre was established in 2008 (Salmon and Priestley, 2015) to better inform journalists of current scientific research results. Concerns remain about the ability for publicly funded scientists to speak openly about their research results and expertise (Griffin, 2014; Hendy, 2016), as 40 per cent of those surveyed by the NZAS indicated in 2014 (Griffin, 2014).
The position of the NZ Prime Minister’s Chief Science Advisor was established in 2009 to provide scientific advice and inform government policy with scientific evidence. Professor Sir Peter Gluckman held the inaugural position until mid-2018, when Professor Juliet Gerrard was appointed. The roles of the position now include raising the profile of science in NZ, especially amongst young people, making science more accessible to the public and encouraging the science community to build trusted relationships with communities (OPMCSA, 2018). The success of the Prime Minister’s Science Advisor role also led to the creation of further science advisor roles being embedded within several government ministries (or departments) (MBIE, 2016).

In 2013, the government established a National Science Challenges panel, consisting of members of the public as well as science stakeholders and chaired by Sir Peter Gluckman, to prioritise research funding related to important national issues (Gluckman, 2013). The findings of this panel led to a major restructuring of the national funding of scientific research in 2013 (Salmon and Priestley, 2015). The National Science Challenges initiative aimed to promote greater commercial applications of scientific knowledge, reflecting ongoing neoliberal reforms by the National Party Government in NZ (Prussing and Newbury, 2016). They were also meant to lead to greater public engagement with science (Leitch et al., 2014). Eleven National Science Challenges were announced, focusing on environmental issues (land and water, resilience to nature, climate change, biological heritage, sustainable seas); health issues (child health, ageing populations, healthy living, nutrition); technological issues (science for technological innovation); or a combination of these (building better homes, towns and cities). These all became large, ‘mission-led’, interdisciplinary research programs with a substantial public or sector engagement component (Gluckman, 2013; MBIE, 2013).

The conclusions of the National Science Challenge panel’s report stated that ‘deficits’ in the public’s understanding of science needed addressing (Salmon and Priestley, 2015), suggesting sympathy for a ‘deficit’ approach to science communication. The proposed ‘remedy’ to this was the establishment of a 12th challenge, focused on ‘Science and Society’. Rather than outsourcing this to research organisations, as occurred for the other 11 challenges, the government chose to manage this component internally.

As a result, in 2014, the previously mentioned strategy (A Nation of Curious Minds – He Whenua Hihiri I te Mahara) was officially launched (New Zealand Government, 2018a). It was designed to fund projects bringing science to society, thereby enabling better engagement with science and technology for all New Zealanders. Two funding initiatives were launched to support the strategy: A Nation of Curious Minds and three pilot participatory
science platforms (launched in 2015) (New Zealand Government, 2018a), indicating the desire of the government to move towards more dialogic, participatory science communication. The resultant support from the public, scientists and government for participatory science appears to have informed the views of significant decision-makers in the science establishment who previously tended towards a deficit approach to science communication.

While there is a place for experts sharing their knowledge in a deficit-style approach, a broader participatory approach to science and its communication is now widely thought to be more effective (Bucchi, 2008; Salmon and Priestley, 2015; Longnecker, 2016a). A NZ example of ineffective use of a deficit, non-dialogic approach is described in a section below, ‘Seeing science differently: Indigenous science and community engagement’.

4. A new kind of science communication in Aotearoa New Zealand

As discussed in more detail by Fleming and Star (2017), much of NZ’s recent public engagement with scientific issues has been fuelled by health-related issues and by grassroots environmental movements. As in other modern societies with ageing populations, socioeconomic inequities and significant indigenous populations, NZ faces numerous public health challenges. The desire to protect the environment is also strong and multi-pronged, as tourism is a major contributor to the local economy and the natural environment is a key attraction for visitors (Fiedler et al., 2008). Science communication has a significant role to play in addressing these challenges.

However, the increase in communication of science has not just been driven by health-related issues and conservation of native plants and animals. Increasing frequency of physical disasters such as storms, flooding events and coastal erosion has hit society hard, from the smallest communities to our largest cities, and the growing cost of climate change to citizens and governments is becoming clear (Gifford et al., 1996; Ministry for the Environment, 2008; Roper et al., 2016; Royal Society of New Zealand, 2016). Furthermore, the rise in awareness of single-use plastic pollution (Gregory, 1978; Klein, 2018), the need to reduce the amount of waste going to landfill (Davies, 2009), the deterioration of NZ’s freshwater and the decline of native freshwater fish (Joy et al., 2018), and the spread of pathogens such as myrtle rust and Mycoplasma bovis have all contributed to fierce debate of these environmental issues.
Changes in New Zealanders’ attitudes to science were observed through the 2000s (Fleming and Star, 2017). The most recent survey, released in March 2018 and entitled *Public Engagement with Science & Technology*, shows 90 per cent of New Zealanders are interested in learning about science and 60 per cent feel well informed about science. However, New Zealanders are less likely to feel that science is important in their lives and almost a third feel science has become too specialised, with too much conflicting information making it hard to know what to believe (Nielsen Research, 2018).

In spite of diverse support, there are challenges to unfettered science communication. Hendy (2016) proposes that the lack of depth in some fields in NZ means that scientists cannot retreat from public communication but have an obligation to engage. He goes further to suggest that NZ scientists may need to adopt the potentially controversial role of advocate. He makes an eloquent case for greater communication to the NZ public about the practice of science (Longnecker, 2016b).

Below we discuss three aspects of science communication that play a significant role in influencing the national science communication ecosystem of NZ. These are environmental issues, hazards and disasters, and indigenous science and community engagement. These are by no means representative of the full scope of either the scientific issues that drive this work or the science communication activities that occur; for example, climate change communication is increasingly important in NZ (Salmon et al., 2017). Similarly, an exploration of the many health-related communication initiatives would warrant an article of its own and is beyond the scope of this chapter. We conclude this chapter with an overview of the increase in science communication training and education that has occurred over recent years.

### 5. Environmental issues, communication and citizen science initiatives

NZ has many species listed as in danger of extinction from habitat loss and predation by introduced predators (Dowding and Murphy, 2001; St Clair, 2011; Norbury and Jones, 2015; Ruffino et al., 2015; Thoresen et al., 2017). In the 1980s and 1990s, there was an upsurge in conservation initiatives by community groups in response to the decline in native bird numbers. Amongst other initiatives, this led to the establishment of fenced ecosanctuaries, such as Zealandia (originally the Karori Wildlife Sanctuary) near Wellington (Campbell-Hunt, 2002) and Orokonui Ecosanctuary near Dunedin (Tanentzap and Lloyd, 2017). There are now well over 20 ecosanctuaries in
NZ and its offshore islands, which act to exclude introduced mammalian predators (possum, rat, cat, dog, ferret, weasel and stoat) and browsers and grazers (possum, rabbit, pig, goat and deer) to enable native ecologies to re-establish and sustain local flora, bird, lizard and insect populations (Campbell-Hunt and Campbell-Hunt, 2013).

Figure 4.1: A volunteer checks a stoat trap in dense bush near Wellington, New Zealand.
Source: Photo courtesy of Jean Fleming.
The success of ecosanctuaries has reawakened a vision of a NZ free of the many introduced pest species (Sullivan and Molles, 2016) and led to the Predator Free 2050 initiative, supported by government, non-government organisations and philanthropic trusts, and run by the Department of Conservation (Department of Conservation, 2018). This initiative sparked numerous predator-trapping initiatives throughout the country, perhaps epitomised by the group Predator Free NZ (Predator Free NZ, 2018). This grassroots movement in conservation has led to significant government and community engagement, and community-to-community engagement, both in cities and rurally, to help protect, restore and conserve NZ's natural heritage. These successful restoration and pest removal projects (Tanentzap and Lloyd, 2017) have brought New Zealanders face-to-face with the reality of their love of domestic cats and dogs, which contribute to the death of native birds and lizards (Morgan et al., 2009; Farnworth et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2010; van Heezik et al., 2010; Farnworth et al., 2011; Coughlin and van Heezik, 2014; Aguilar et al., 2015; Harrod et al., 2016; Twardek et al., 2017; Walker et al., 2017).

Participatory science communication initiatives issues also experienced a significant boost through the arrival of the aforementioned Curious Minds funding, which launched a flurry of applications from all over the country. Extra funding was added to the pool at the end of the first year.
to keep up with demand. Since 2015, 114 projects have been funded, including those on the Participatory Science Platforms (New Zealand Government, 2018b). Around 40 per cent of these projects involved studies in conservation, environmental restoration or natural history, including studies on native birds, fish and bats. A similar proportion of projects involved mātauranga, ranging from a program to design Māori digital learning games to one creating marine learning environments through Māori knowledge to inform kaitiakitanga (guardianship) of the oceans and Ahi Pepe Mothnet, a study investigating moth numbers and species throughout the country (New Zealand Government, 2018b).

The goal of Predator Free 2050 (Department of Conservation, 2018) has highlighted the value of NZ’s native species, as well as sparking debate on the best way to eradicate introduced predator species. Citizen science initiatives such as NatureWatch (which soon merged with the global iNaturalist (iNaturalist, 2018)), Marine Metre Squared (Fleming et al., 2017), the New Zealand Garden Bird Survey (Spurr, 2012; Liberatore et al., 2018) or Ahi Pepe Mothnet (Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research, 2018) have transformed science engagement across the country, by increasing participation and engagement of young and old. Volunteers are important for the success of many of the environmental projects. When asked why they volunteered, people often said they enjoyed meeting ‘like-minded’ or ‘interesting’ new friends. Volunteering was seen as a social activity, bringing better physical and mental health through doing, learning, seeing, contributing and being active outdoors (Fleming, 2017).

6. Hazards and disasters

NZ is a country prone to seismic events. In 2010 and 2011 a series of magnitude 6 and 7 earthquakes hit the city of Christchurch in the South Island (Kaiser et al., 2012). The second major shake struck at lunchtime on a working day, causing catastrophic damage to the city, and resulting in 185 deaths (Potter et al., 2015). The government of the day was focused on reporting the events accurately and appeared to be afraid to communicate information that might be wrong or alarm the community (Bryner, 2017). A full analysis of the poor communication of risk and the major players in the suppression of knowledge about the chance of aftershocks can be found in Gorman (2017). The lack of scientific information led to an information void that was filled with a claim by weather forecaster Ken Ring that he had predicted the second earthquake (The National Business Review, 2011). Geologist Dr Mark Quigley, at the time from the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, stepped up to show New Zealanders (and in particular the people
of Christchurch) what had happened in his own backyard. He emphasised the very complex nature of the seismic event, gave scenarios with ranges of possible outcomes instead of absolutes, wrote about his experience in a deeply personal way (Quigley, 2012) and was honest and open on public media (Quigley, 2018a). Quigley was awarded the 2011 Prime Minister’s Prize for Science Media Communication and the NZAS Science Communication Award for his work in communicating earthquake science to the public in the aftermath of these earthquakes (Quigley, 2018b).

Figure 4.3: Dr Mark Quigley, winner of the Prime Minister’s Prize for Science Media Communication in 2011, in Riccarton, near Christchurch in 2015.
Source: Photo courtesy of Candice Egan.

NZ experienced a second major earthquake event when a magnitude 7.8 earthquake hit Kaikōura and the upper South Island in November 2016, causing landslides and raising parts of the land more than 4 metres (Guo et al., 2018), resulting in considerable damage to roads and property from north Canterbury to Wellington (Bradley et al., 2017; Kaiser et al., 2017). The response of the government and the scientific community was improved from the Christchurch experience, with better public engagement (Blake et al., 2018), including workshops to assess the effectiveness of the recovery response and the lessons learnt (Hatton et al., 2017). The Māori disaster management response received stronger recognition in the media after
the Kaikōura earthquake, in that media stories highlighted the effectiveness of community-led initiatives as well as the importance of maintaining a unified and well-integrated approach to recovery management.

7. Seeing science differently: Indigenous science and community engagement

Māori concerns about risks to their culture have been consistently marginalized by classing them as ‘intangible’ or spiritual positions and therefore unable to be evaluated alongside empirical scientific risk assessments. (Hudson et al., 2012)

In a succinct video (Goodall, 2016), Dr John Perrott points out that Māori ‘belong’ (*I belong therefore I am*), whereas Western scientists are trained to think as individuals (*I think therefore I am*). In Māori *whakapapa* (genealogy and cosmology), relationships with the land, flora and fauna are fundamental and all life is valued, as is collaboration and nurturing, all from a position of subjectivity not objectivity (Goodall, 2016). It has taken a long time to reach this open understanding of *mātauranga* in the NZ science world.

In the late 1980s, in response to the poor health status of Māori, nursing in NZ embarked on a process of improving nurse ‘cultural safety’ though a process of self-examination and change using Māori nurses. The objective was to challenge trainee nurses to see the world through the eyes of the patients. Cultural safety became a requirement for state examinations in 1992 (Papps and Ramsden, 1996). These changes can be seen as the beginning of ‘Western’ science engaging with *te Ao* (the Māori world). *Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga* (Horizons of Insight), NZ’s Māori Centre of Research Excellence, funded by the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) and hosted by the University of Auckland, was established in 2002 as one of the foundational Centres of Research Excellence. The centre’s current research themes are *Whai Rawa* (The Māori Economy), *Tē Tai Ao* (The Natural Environment), *Mauri Ora* (Human Flourishing) and *Tē Reo me Ngā Tikanga* (Māori Language and Protocols).

In 2007, the Vision Mātauranga Policy was launched by the Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (restructured as the Ministry of Business, Industry and Employment in 2012). The Vision Mātauranga policy recognised that while there were many opportunities for Māori communities to make distinctive contributions to research, science and technology, and that many opportunities lay in the innovation potential of Māori knowledge, people and resources, they were not being realised (MBIE, 2018). In 2010, the Minister
of Science and Innovation approved the integration of Vision Mātauranga across investment priority areas and established the Vision Mātauranga Capability Fund. In 2011, Vision Mātauranga policy was incorporated into the Statements of Core Purpose of the CRIs. CRIs are now required to enable the innovation potential of Māori knowledge, resources and people as part of their operating principles. Vision Mātauranga thus allowed communities, and the knowledge and potential therein previously disconnected from the science sector, to become fully engaged in science and technology. Vision Mātauranga is now also an integral part of all National Science Challenges, as well as a consideration in all government-led scientific research funding processes (MBIE, 2018).

The arrival of MAI Review (now MAI Journal) in 2006 marked another turning point. This refereed academic journal is part of the Capability Building Programme of Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga. MAI Journal contains a wealth of quality material contributing to the body of knowledge about Māori and indigenous development, and help to advance the capabilities of Māori and Indigenous people engaged in research and scholarly training. A growing awareness of mātauranga followed in the science institutions of NZ. A values-based process of cross-cultural dialogue was proposed (Wilcox et al., 2008) and explored (Hudson et al., 2012). Engagement of the Māori community with research on the human brain helped to realise the potential of such research to Māori communities (Bohannon, 2007). Huntington disease research embarked on by Dr Melanie Cheung (Ngāti Rangitihi) for her doctoral project struck a potential barrier: the need to use human brains (from cadavers), considered by Māori to be tapu or sacred, and not to be touched (Bohannon, 2007). Engagement with tribal elders, who came to realise the importance of such research on the human brain to help Māori communities, was key in finding a solution to the impasse. Although the elders could not change the brain’s tapu status, they created tikanga (ritual protocols), that became part of everyday lab routine. These tikanga enabled Dr Cheung to undertake the work in a culturally safe way (Bohannon, 2007).

This approach pioneered a way for many more researchers, providing a culturally safe working environment for subsequent cohorts of Māori brain researchers. Furthermore, Dr Cheung’s work and attention to values such as tapu and the creation of tikanga has provided confidence for Māori who suffer from any brain disease, who likely otherwise would never have come forward. In a similar way, a special issue of the New Zealand Journal of Zoology was devoted to discussion of a seabird harvest in Aotearoa controlled solely
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3 MAI Journal is an open-access journal that publishes multidisciplinary peer-reviewed articles that critically analyse and address indigenous and Pacific issues in the context of Aotearoa New Zealand.
by Māori (muttonbirding). These discussions explored the intersection of mātauranga and science as related ways of guiding sustainable harvest management (Moller, 2009). That special issue prompted the Royal Society of New Zealand to facilitate a ‘cross-cultural environmental research and management’ Challenges and Progress Forum, with local and international contributions published in the Journal of the Royal Society of New Zealand (Vol. 39, No. 4). Special Mātauranga Māori issues were recently published in the NZ Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research 52(4) 2018, NZ Journal of Ecology 43(3) 2019 and NZ Science Review 75(4) 2019.

Table 4.1: Some differences between mātauranga and science.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mātauranga</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge as belonging</td>
<td>Knowledge for control and knowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit intrinsic values</td>
<td>Implicit instrumental values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuition as method</td>
<td>Intuition rarely acknowledged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory ‘experiencers’ of systems</td>
<td>Detached observers of ‘systems’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion of facts and values</td>
<td>Facts and values separated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holistic worldview</td>
<td>Nature and culture separate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything is interconnected</td>
<td>Everything physical is interconnected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Hikuroa (2017) demonstrated that some mātauranga was and is generated using techniques consistent with the scientific method but differs by being explained according to a Māori world view. Some further differences between mātauranga and science are detailed in Table 3.1. An understanding of the relevance of mātauranga is crucial in encouraging young Māori into careers in science in NZ.

An insight into the gulf between mātauranga and the thinking of earlier Western government and industry can be gained from the following description of forestry contamination of an important site (Hikuroa et al., 2011).

Until the early 1960s Rotoitipaku was a shallow lake fed by the spring Te Wai U o Tūwharetoa with active hot springs and sinter terraces on its southern shore, and a prominent feature of Te Kete Poutama … It was integral for traditional food gathering practices (mahinga kai) of the local Māori residents (tangata whenua), the home for waterborne guardians (kaitiaki) and was the hub for community activity. You would not recognize Te Kete Poutama if you searched for that idyllic scene today. In 1954 the New Zealand Government passed the Tasman Pulp and Paper Company Enabling Act 1954 that essentially gave the Tasman company carte blanche to do everything necessary to construct
and operate a pulp and paper mill in Kawerau. In effect, the Act removed the tangata whenua’s manawhenua and therefore ability to act as kaitiaki … Over 600,000 m$^3$ of waste containing toxic material has been dumped on the site … No longer does the lake teem with wildlife (indeed, there is no longer a lake), no longer do the hot springs provide warmth and relief for weary and aching bones, no longer do the ancestors of Ngāti Tūwharetoa ki Kawerau rest in peace, comforted by the constant companionship of their offspring—the mauri of Te Kete Poutama has been significantly compromised and the mana of the tangata whenua significantly impacted. (Hikuroa et al., 2011, pp. 1–2)

In subsequent years, projects were developed by Māori researchers to reflect community concern at the framing of mātauranga as relevant only in the traditional context and not in the modern science world (Hudson et al., 2012). Thus, Māori engaged the science community to broaden perceptions and used mātauranga to inspire collaborations that might lead to new avenues of scientific exploration. Some examples include the Kaitiaki Geothermal Development Model (e.g. Pryor, 2010), Te Awaroa (Hikuroa et al., 2018) and Te Ao Mārama – Centre for Fundamental Inquiry research collaboration, University of Auckland.

The development of the National Science Challenges was seen by some to marginalise participation by Māori researchers, in part through constructing ‘Māori’ and ‘science’ as separate, yet simultaneously recognising culturally distinctive forms of Māori knowledge. Others saw greater opportunity for mātauranga by the emphasis on Vision Mātauranga. By advocating for the validity of their mātauranga, Māori health researchers contested Pākehā values and priorities, reasserted the validity of mātauranga, and began the process of changing the production of knowledge in NZ across the board (Prussing and Newbury, 2016).

Māori advocacy against the values and priorities held by the majority of scientists and science institutions in NZ challenged trends to undermine collective rights and undercut support for culturally diverse worldviews by pointing out the ways in which market-driven priorities produce and sustain environmental, social and health inequities. One basis for the advocacy stems from the inclusion of values in mātauranga. By 2016, Sciblogs, the blog site of NZ’s Science Media Centre, had recognised and defined the values of mātauranga (Goodall, 2016). Ocean Ripeka Mercier and her co-writers were discussing the potential marriage of Western science and mātauranga and proclaiming the ‘veritableness’ of Māori science (Macfarlane, 2016, 2017). Unsurprisingly, the marriage does not always involve smooth sailing—there is always potential for miscommunications between parties coming to a problem or project with different world views (Longnecker and Scott, 2018).
Nonetheless, in recent years we have seen this marriage in action. Indigenous communities are increasingly taking the lead in river restoration, using the process as an opportunity to re-engage deeply with their rivers, while revealing sociocultural and political dimensions of restoration under-reported in ecological and social science literatures (Fox et al., 2017). Mātauranga solutions to some of NZ’s toughest problems, including kauri dieback disease (Chetham and Shortland, 2013), are increasingly being sought (Williams, 2017; Darragh, 2018; Harrison, 2018; Hurihanganui, 2018; New Zealand’s Biological Heritage, 2018; Pitama et al., 2018).

8. Learning to communicate science

One approach to improve understanding and practice of science communication, as well as fostering a culture with greater critical feedback about contemporary science communication, is to provide education and training to aspiring communicators and scientists. Early academic courses in communication studies, including the communication of science, were present in NZ from the late 1970s, but training mainly focused on science journalism until the end of 20th century (Fleming and Star, 2017).
Early in the 21st century, public debate about science was exemplified by the New Zealand Royal Commission on Genetic Modification (RCGM), which engaged thousands of ordinary New Zealanders with developments in biotechnology (Eichelbaum et al., 2001). Ten thousand public submissions were made to the commission and over 90 per cent of these were strongly against genetic modification, although knowledge of the technology was limited. Many submitters were concerned by the control of science and scientists by large corporations such as Monsanto rather than the biotechnology itself (Fleming, 2003). The RCGM showed the government of the day that NZ needed to move on from the deficit model of science communication and to include New Zealanders in difficult scientific decisions (Fleming, 2003). As the Chair of the RCGM, Sir Thomas Eichelbaum, said: ‘Few minds may have been changed in the process but everyone emerged better informed and more willing to listen to each other’ (Fleming, 2003).

The AC Nielsen survey conducted by the RCGM showed the majority of New Zealanders were interested in and engaged with aspects of science and technology, especially where personal or societal benefits were most obvious (such as health). Most New Zealanders surveyed in 2002 held strongly realistic views of science, with a significant proportion appearing to hold the view that ‘seeing was believing’ and not inclined to take scientific claims on trust, possibly because of a lack of understanding about how scientific evidence was generated (Hipkins et al., 2002). There is evidence that knowledge and understanding of GM has changed since 2002 and that a large majority of New Zealanders would now accept at least some forms of GM (Hope, 2014).

It took until 2008 for the first tertiary training centre, the University of Otago’s Centre for Science Communication (University of Otago, 2018), to be established in NZ. This successful centre has grown over the past decade to be one of the biggest centres for postgraduate training in science communication in the world. Science communication is taught at four other universities in NZ and is a key focus in undergraduate and postgraduate programs established in 2013 by the Centre for Science in Society at Victoria University of Wellington.

An increasing number of research degrees are being awarded in science communication in NZ. While the first PhD in science communication was awarded as recently as 2015 by the University of Otago (Cade, 2015), at time of writing its Centre for Science Communication has 14 PhD students and 60 postgraduate science communication coursework and MSciComm students enrolled. Government-funded research centres are increasingly engaged with science communication research. For example, in 2018, Te Pūnaha Matatini (a Centre of Research Excellence) provided a fully funded PhD scholarship to explore the process of science communication in NZ.
NZ’s first science communication conference in 2001 was run by the Royal Society of New Zealand Te Apārangi, which has played a key role in colonial and post-colonial NZ science (Fleming and Star, 2017). In 2004, agricultural journalist Peter Burke formed the national Science Communicators’ Association of New Zealand (SCANZ). He had attended an international science communication conference (PCST) in 2002 in Cape Town, South Africa, and noted the value of organisations for science communicators that existed in many countries around the world. The growing number of science communicators, along with a decreasing number of specialised science journalists employed by national newspapers (Hendy, 2016), has seen SCANZ grow substantially, with the annual conference becoming a popular place for presentation of science communication research (SCANZ, 2018). In 2018, the international biennial PCST conference was hosted in Dunedin, NZ, bringing together colleagues from around the world for this important opportunity to share knowledge and practices.

Today, the value of science communication for NZ society is recognised not only through the NZAS’s Science Communication Award launched in 1990 (now the Cranwell Medal), but also prizes awarded by the Royal Society Te Apārangi (Callaghan Medal, launched 2011), the Science Communicators’ Association of New Zealand (launched 2015), and the prestigious Prime Minister’s Science Communication Prize (launched 2009) worth NZ$100,000.

9. Conclusions

In NZ, the beginning of the 21st century has seen an increase in the collaboration of mātauranga with Western science at a time of heightened awareness about environmental issues. Māori researchers have pushed to widen the perspectives of the scientific community, using dialogue initially, but more and more by engaging communities with mātauranga. Mātauranga and new dialogic approaches have complemented and added depth to established practices in science communication, such as conferences, science festivals and social media. Māori have taken science communication in Aotearoa New Zealand in new directions, with an increasing emphasis on the inherent values of the science being communicated.

There have also been significant increases in training opportunities, formal education, funding and jobs in science communication over the past decade. Linked to this has been a substantial rise in the number and diversity of participatory science programs in NZ, a good proportion concerning environmental protection and restoration (Peters et al., 2016), assisted by the establishment of a source of funding (New Zealand Government, 2018b).
As a result, NZ’s communities are engaging more with science, hopefully creating more science-literate publics and a more public-literate and bicultural science community.
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**Timeline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First interactive science centre established.</td>
<td>Otago Museum’s Discovery World in Dunedin</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First national (or large regional) science festival.</td>
<td>International Science Festival, Dunedin</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An association of science writers or journalists or communicators established.</td>
<td>Science Communicators Association of New Zealand (SCANZ)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First university courses to train science communicators.</td>
<td>Centre for Science Communication, Dunedin</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First master’s students in science communication graduate.</td>
<td>Centre for Science Communication, Dunedin</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First PhD students in science communication graduate.</td>
<td>Octavia Cade</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>University of Otago, Dunedin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First national conference in science communication.</td>
<td>Assoc. Scientific and Technical Communicators (NZ)</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National government program to support science communication established.</td>
<td>‘Unlocking Curious Minds’</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First significant initiative or report on science communication.</td>
<td>Report of the National Science Challenges Panel</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Science Week founded.</td>
<td>National Primary Science Week</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Run by The Science Learning Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A journal completely or substantially devoted to science communication established.</td>
<td>NZ Science Review</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Published by the New Zealand Association of Scientific Workers (NZAScW), later NZAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First significant radio programs on science.</td>
<td>Science Report, Radio NZ</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First significant TV programs on science.</td>
<td>Neil Harraway and Robert Brown’s documentary on takahe</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>The takahe is a flightless bird indigenous to New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First awards for scientists or journalists or others for science communication.</td>
<td>NZAS Science Journalism award</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date hosted a PCST conference.</td>
<td>PCST 2018, Dunedin</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2013: PCST-SCANZ Symposium, Christchurch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other significant events.</td>
<td>William Doherty, first PhD student communicating mātauranga (indigenous science)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Date of graduation, University of Auckland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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